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Linear vibronic coupling in a general two level systema
) 

Richard A. Friesner and Robert Silbey 

Department of Chemistry and Center for Materials Science and Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusettts 02139 
(Received 22 April 1981; accepted 17 June 1981) 

The energy levels and wave functions for the excited vibronic states of a dimer made up of inequivalent 
molecules which interact (linearly) with vibrations and are coupled together electronically are treated. Two 
approximate schemes whose ranges of validity are substantially different and whose results are shown to 
agree well with exact numerical calculations are given. A discussion of the effect of the vibronic coupling 
on localization of the wave functions is given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper! (henceforth referred to as I), we 
found approximate analytic eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of a simple vibronic Hamiltonian: two identical mole
cules each with a single vibrational mode linearly cou
pled to an excited electronic level, and coupled together 
by an electronic exchange interaction J. 2 The most in
teresting result of this investigation was an analysis of 
the change in the nature of the vibronic wave function as 
a function of J, the exciton-phonon coupling parameter 
g, phonon number n, and vibrational frequency. 

In this paper, we extend our approach to a generalized 
system consisting of two electronic levels, each linearly 
coupled to one vibrational mode. The elimination of 
symmetry in the Hamiltonian (present in the identical 
dimer) has important effects on qualitative features of 
the eigenvectors; our analytic solutions provide insight 
into this process in all regions of parameter space. For 
many parameter values we obtain quantitatively accurate 
energies and wave functions. 

In Sec. II the generalized Hamiltonian is constructed 
and certain basic features are analyzed. Then, two 
complementary approximation schemes are presented, 
which together span the entire parameter space in their 
regions of applicability. The wave functions which 
emerge from these methods are analyzed in terms of 
qualitative features like Born-Oppenheimer separability. 
Comparisons are made for various parameter values 
with exact numerical results, and the region of validity 
of each approximation scheme is d.iscussed. 

. In Sec. III we consider a speCific phYSical system, a 
dimer composed of two molecules with identical vibra
tional modes and exciton-phonon couplings but with dif
ferent zeroth order electronic energies of their single 
excited state. Here, we use the results of Sec. II to de
termine the effect of the symmetry-breaking site
diagonal perturbation E on the localization of excitation. 

In conclusion, we discuss other possible applications 
of our formalism both in molecular two-level systems 
(e. g., Jahn-Teller systems, radiationless transitions) 
and in properties of molecular aggregates. 

a>Supported in part by a grant from the NSF (eRE 78-07515) and 
by a NIH postdoctoral fellowship to RAF. 

II. GENERALIZED TWO LEVEL SYSTEM 

A. Hamiltonian 

We consider a system with an electronic ground state 
and two excited electronic states a and b separated by 
energy 2A. Each electronic level is coupled to a single 
harmonic vibrational mode of frequency w. If the equi
librium position of the normal coordinate Q is taken to 
be zero in the ground state (energy EO), the minima in 

( ° ° I states a and b energies Ea and Eb at Q = 0) are, respec-
tively, ga and gb' These shifts arise from the linear 
term in the Taylor's expansion of the potential energy 
surfaces of a and b, i. e. , 

ga = (avJaQ)o , 

gb=(aVb/aQ)o . 
(1) 

The frequency w is taken to be independent of elec
tronic level. We also include a linear term which vi
bronically couples a and b; the magnitude of this coupling 
is given by the parameter v. This term arises from 
that part of the Hamiltonian discarded in the Born
Oppenheimer (BO) approximation. 

Taking the zero of energy to be t(EO + EO) - EO + .!.w a b I 2 

(Ii = 1) and representing all parameters in units of the vi-
brational frequency w, we write the Hamiltonian in sec
ond quantized form as 

H = A(A;Aa -A;Ab) + B+B 

+ (1/ff)gaA:Aa(B + B+) + (1/ff)gbA;Ab(B + B+) 

+ (l/ff)v(A;A b + A;Aa)(B + B+) , (2) 

where B+ and B create and destroy a vibrational quan
tum, respectively [and Q = (1/v'2)(B + B+)] and A+ A 

+ ' a' a' 
A b, and Ab are creation and destruction operators for 
occupation of levels a and b. This Hamiltonian may 
arise from a variety of phYSical systems; in Sec. III we 
shall see that the dimer Hamiltonian with unequal mono
mer excited energy levels may be cast into this form. 

We seek only singly (electronically) excited states as 
solutions, i. e., such that 

(l/JIA;Aa +A;Abll/J) = 1 

We first define 

y. = t(ga ±gb) 

(3) 

(4) 
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Then, using Eq. (2), we have 

H == A (A;Aa -A;Ab) + B+B + ~Y +(B + B+) 

+ *Y.(B +B+)(A;Aa -A;Ab) 

+ *V(B + B+)(A;Ab + A;Aa) . (5) 

We will first remove the Y+ term by defining new opera
tors (equivalent to redefining the origin of the vibrational 
coordinate) 

- 1 
B=B+ T2Y+ • 

Then 

H= -h~ +B+B + (yj5}(B +B+)(A;Aa -A;Ab) 

+ (v/5}(13 + B+)(A;Ab +A;Aa) 

+ (A -y+y.)(A;Aa -A;Ab) - (A;Ab +A;Aa)(y+v) 

(6) 

(7) 

We can now remove the static electronic coupling (- y +v) 
by a unitary transformation of the electronic states 

Aa = cosB Aa + sinB Ab , 

Ab == - sinB Aa + cosB ...1b , 

so that in these new electronic states 

I -. - -. - 1 2 -.-
H = A (AaAa -AbAb) - 21'+ + B B 

where 

+ (1/5}y~<A;Aa -A;...1b)(B + B+) 

+(1/ 5}v' (A; ...1b + ...1;...1a)(13 + B+) , 

A' ==[(A -y+yJ2 +y:v2]1/2 , 

y~ ==Y. cosB + v sinB , 

v' =-y.sine +vcosB 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

It is this Hamiltonian which we will deal with in the 
present paper. In order to make the notation simple, 
we will change the zero of energy by h:, drop the 
primes and tildes, and let y. =y to obtain 

H=A(A:Aa -A;Ab) +B+B 

+ (l/..,I2)y(A;Aa -A;Ab)(B + B+) 

+ (l/..,I2)v(A; Ab + A; Aa)(B + B+) • (11) 

Note that this is equivalent to Eq. (5) except that now 
y+=O. 

We now introduce two dif(erent but complementary ap
proximation schemes to diagonalize Eq. (11). In Scheme 
1, we canonically transform the electronic states I a) 
and I b) in an attempt to obtain a BO separable form for 
the wave function by eliminating the off-diagonal phonon 
coupling. In Scheme 2, we assume la) and Ib) to be the 
optimal electronic states and try to eliminate the site
diagonal phonon coupling by an expansion of the vibronic 
wave function in an appropriate set of displaced oscil
lators. 

B. Electronic rotation to remove the off-diagonal 
phonon term 

In this approximation scheme (scheme 1) we attempt 
to optimize the electronic basis functions by a canonical 
transformation given by 

I a) == cose I a) + sine I b) , 

I ,s) == - sinB I a) + cose I b) , 

or, in operator space, 

Aa =Aa cose +Absine , 

A,s== - sinO Aa + cose Ab • 

(12) 

(13) 

We shall choose e so that the off-diagonal phonon 
term (A; Ab + A;Aa)(B + B+) vanishes; the correct 0 is 
then given by 

tan20 == v/y . (14) 

The transformed Hamiltonian is then 

ii == [AY /(y2 + v2)112 + -Jr(y2 + v2)1/2(B + B+)] (A: Aa -ABA.a> 

+ B+B - (y2 :~2)l/2 (A~ A,s + ABAa) 

=Ho+Hpb+H' . (15) 

The perturbation H' ex: AV/(y2 + V2)1/2 is now independent 
of vibrational operators and will be unimportant if AV/ 
(y2 + v2)1/2 is small compared to the difference in ener
gies of the states mixed by H'. These are the solutions 
of the remainder of iI, i. e., Ho + Hpb, which are given by 

I/!~ == la)</>~, I/!~= I,s)</>~z, 

where 

A'=Ay/(y2+ v2)112 , 

Z = [(y2 + v2) ]1/2 , 

(16) 

and </>~ is a harmonic oscillator eigenfunction with n pho
nons and argument Q' == Q + z. 

The matrix element of H' between I/!~ and I/!! is 

H~am,s= <I/!~ IH' II/!!) = (y2 :~2)1I2 <</>~ I </>-;,.~ . (17) 

Note that H~am,s< A for any y and v. The diagonal energy 
separation is Enam,s = E~ - E! = n - m + 2A. 

When A «1 (remember that all energies are in units 
of w so this condition corresponds to t:..' «w) we have 

E~-E!~n-m, furn*m, 

and Hnam,s<A« In-ml forn*m. Thus, 
tant interaction is for n = m, i. e. , 

H~an,s= Av/(y2 + v2)112<</>~1 </>~~ , 
E~ -E~=2A' =2t:..y/(y2 +v2)1/2 . 

This interaction will be insignificant if 

(18) 

the only impor-

(19) 

(20) 

We immediately note two cases where this condition 
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holds: 

(1) y» v , 

(2) ( 1>~ 11>~·) « 1 
(21) 

For large n we have3 

(22) 

so that, as n - 00 condition (2) eventually is valid for any 
finite value of v/y. 

When /lnOtna:?: 1 we have configuration interaction (Cn 
between iJ!: and iJ!~; the final wave functions will be 

iJ!+ = CtiJ!~ + C2iJ!:, E=E;Otna, 

I/J- = CtiJ!: - C2iJ!~, E = E~Otna , 
(23) 

and E~O!n/l are found by diagonalizing 

As y - 0, we obtain the limits 

Ct = C2 = 1//2 , 

(24) 

(25) 

which can be recognized as the solutions to the identical 
dimer problem of paper I in the limit as J - O. 

We now turn to the case where ~:?: 1. First, we sup
pose that ~v/(y2 + v2)tI2« 1 (this clearly requires y» v). 
Then, for each n, there will be only one m for which the 
condition 

(26) 

1s possibly not satisfied, as IEnamal> 1 for all but the 
value of n -m where n -m- -2~. We therefore have to 
consider configuration interaction between I/J~ and one 
I/J!*, where m*-n +2~. Then the analysis of eigenvec
tors, eigenvalues, and CI proceeds as before, except 
that the 2 x 2 matrix to be diagonalized is now 

(27) 

A systematic analysis of the CI is more difficult here as 
we need to know the separation of the accidentally degen
erate levels n =m* + 2~ and the generalized overlap 
(1)~I1>;'''''). However, we note that, as n- 00, /lnOtm*B- 0 
(so that CI becomes negligible for n> some 1Zmln), and 
that the largest CI should occur when 2;;{ is an integral 
multiple of w (so that n - m* + 2~ ::::0). 

The remaining case is ~V/(y2 + v2)112 > 1. Here, there 
will be individual levels for which scheme 1 is a reason
able approximation but, in general, we expect it to be 
increasingly poor as av/(y2 + v2)1/2 - 00. This is because 
H' will effectively couple more and more states, and so 
no simple representation in terms of the I/J: and iJ!! will 
be possible. Fortunately, approximation scheme 2 is 
most useful in precisely this region of parameter space. 

In Table I we compare approximate and exact wave 
functions for two typical examples of each of the three 
cases described above for which scheme 1 is valid: 

(1) ~«0.5 , v>g, 

(2) ~«0.5 , g>v, (28) 

(3) ~>0.5 , g>v. 

CI is calculated from Eqs. (24) and (27) when neces-
sary, and from Eq. (14). 

Final results are given in the electronic basis (I a), 
Ib») of Eq. (11) with vibrational wave functions expanded 
in harmonic oscillator states centered at Q = O. Agree
ment between wave functions is estimated by the projec
tion (iJ!exact II/Japprox)/( (I/Joxact I I/Joxact)(iJ!approx Il/Japprox»)t/2. Exact 
numerical results were obtained by diagonalizing a 100 
x 100 matrix (50 vibrational basis functions for each 
electronic state); however, for purposes of comparison 
with l/JapproX' we have truncated the basis sets used in 
Table I to include only the set of coefficients which con
tribute substantially to the amplitude. 

The results indicate that, for ~«1, CI is important 
only for y «v (this condition was not satisfied for any of 
our numerical examples). On the other hand, for ~ 
:?: O. 5, substantial CI was necessary in both cases. 
However, the resulting wave functions, using 2 x 2 CI, 
agree quite well with the exact results, in accordance 
with the discussion above. 

Finally, we discuss the BO separability of scheme 1 
states. When there is negligible CI, we clearly have 
completely factorized states in the {a, {3} basis. When 
CI is important, the {a, J3} basiS may no longer be the 
optimal one for BO separability. In Appendix B we cal
culate the maximum BO separability, defined by 

(29) 

where k and 1 are arbitrary orthogonal electronic states 
(linear combinations of I a) and I b») chosen to maximize 
B. B can be expressed in terms of the overlap parame
ters for a different electronic basis as 

B=(U~a+V~sl1l2 , 

where 

UaB=(iJ!IA~AOt -A~ABII/J), 

VOtB==(iJ!IA~AB+A~ABII/J) . 

Using Eq. (23) for 111, we obtain 

B == [(c~ - d)2 + (2ct C2(1)~ 11>;,.~)2J1/2 , 

(30) 

. (31) 

where n==m for ~«1 and n -m- ~ for ~> O. 5. In the 
limit as n- 00, we have in all cases I c~ - c~ 1-1, so that 
B-1 and all states become BO separable. 

C. Expansion in displaced oscillator states (scheme 2) 

When v» y and 2~ »1, we shall treat the diagonal 
phonon terms y(A;Aa -A;Ab)(B + B+) in Eq. (11) as a 
perturbation. The Hamiltonian which remains when 
y == 0 is that for a dimer composed of identical monomers 
(i. e., the Hamiltonian of paper I) so it is natural to use 
the representations derived in paper I in a modified form 
to include the effects of the perturbation. 

Following paper I, we represent H in phonon coordi
nate space and form the set of equations 
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TABLE I. Comparison of approximate and exact eigenstates 
for scheme 1. The index p denotes the phonon nwnber of the 
harmonic oscillator basis function. 

(a) ~ = O. I, v/.f2 = 0.2, 'Y/.f2 = o. I, 

E._t = 6.9047, Eapprox = 6.9053, 

1J!apprw. = I {j) 4J~ •• 

z=0.223, n=7, 6=0.55 

Coefficients 

I a) Ib) 

p Approx Exact Approx Exact 

5 -0.073 -0.072 0.121 0.126 
6 0.270 0.293 -0.426 - O. 399 
7 -0.332 - O. 362 0.551 0.544 
8 -0.281 -0.220 0.443 0.471 
9 - O. 093 -0.107 0.154 0.150 

lA.E.=0.99 

(b) ~=O.l, v/.f2=0.3, 'Y/.f2=O.I, 

E._t =2. 869, E approK =2. 868, 

1J!approa= l{j) 4J~., z=0.32, n=3, 1/ =0.62 

1 - 0.063 - O. 056 0.094 0.098 
2 0.286 0.334 -0.373 - O. 342 
3 - 0.381 -0.380 0.563 0.556 
4 -0.312 -0.272 0.408 0.437 
5 -0.108 - 0.115 0.159 0.153 

lA.E. =0. 99 

(c) ~=O.I, v/.f2=O.l, 'Y/.f2=0. 5, 

Enact =6. 84, E apprw.=6.84, 

1J!approa = I a ) 41: , 

z=0.52, n=7, 6=0.0987 

3 0.061 0.061 0.066 0.005 
4 0.213 0.212 0.021 0.023 
5 0.456 0.457 0.045 0.038 
6 0.439 0.442 0.044 0.047 
7 -0.180 -0.180 -0.018 - O. 019 
8 - O. 381 -0.381 -0.038 - 0.038 
9 0.484 0.483 0.048 0.054 

10 - 0.317 -0.317 - O. 037 -0.209 
11 0.149 0.149 0.015 0.017 
12 -0.056 -0.056 -0.006 -0.005 

IA.E. = 1. 00 

(d) ~=O.I, v/.f2=0.2, 'Y/{2=0.5, 

E._t =6.803, E aPPI'lll=6.803, 

1J!approa = I a) 41: , 

z=0.58, n=7, 6=0.19 

4 0.235 0.234 0.045 0.053 
5 0.465 0.470 0.089 0.067 
6 0.388 0.385 0.075 0.088 
7 - 0.237 -0.238 -0.046 -0.043 
8 -0.318 -0.316 -0.061 0.067 
9 0.478 0.477 0.092 0.092 

10 -0.341 . -0.399 - O. 066 -0.070 
11 0.172 0.172 0.033 0.032 
12 -0.069 -0.069 -0.013 - 0.014 

lA.I!. = 1. 00 

TABLE I (Continued) 

(e) ~ = 1. 0, v/.f2 = 0.2, 'Y/.f2 = 0.5, 

E._ t = 10. 59, Eapproa = 10. 59, 

1J!allProK =c Q I a) 41:1 +Ca I {j) 4J~:, 

c Q =0.889, ca=-0.459, z=O.54, nl=10, n2=12, 1/=0.19 

Coefficients 

la) 

P Approx Exact 

6 0.132 0.147 
7 0.296 0.319 
8 0.434 0.471 
9 0.122 0.071 

10 -0.292 -0.295 
11 -0.099 -0.086 
12 0.347 0.345 
13 -0.361 - O. 335 
14 0.251 0.225 

IA.E. =0. 99 

(f) ~ = 1. 0, v /.f2 = O. 3, 'Y /.f2 = O. 5, 

Enact = 10. 51, Eappl'lll=10.50, 

1J!apprw.=cQ I a) 41:1 +Ca l {j)4J;:, 

Approx 

0.018 
0.090 

-0.014 
0.208 

- 0.261 
0.001 
0.255 

-0.061 
-0.127 

Ib) 

Exact 

0.010 
0.094 

- 0.070 
0.227 

-0.245 
0.011 
0.256 

-0.120 
- 0.114 

c Q =0.974, ca=0.228, z=0.58, nl=10, n2=12, 1/=0.27 

6 0.176 
7 0.357 
8 0.435 
9 -0.031 

10 - 0.355 
11 0.017 
12 0.331 
13 -0.414 
14 0.297 

IA.E. =0.99 

(a I H - E I !/!) == 0 , 

(bIH-EI!/!)==o, 

0.195 
0.370 
0.493 

-0.039 
- O. 348 

0.044 
0.303 

- O. 368 
0.260 

0.054 0.024 
0.121 0.137 

-0.062 -0.055 
0.109 0.185 

-0.188 - 0.169 
-0.014 -0.017 

0.183 0.149 
-0.082 - 0.138 

0.014 0.078 

(32) 

where !/! = I a)Xa + I b )Xb [note here that I a) and I b) are 
the origmal electronic states of Eq. (11)]. Thus, we 
have 

(h + ~ +yQ -E)Xa = -VQXb , 

(h-~-YQ-E)Xb=-vQXa , 

(33a) 

(33b) 

where h = - t(d2 / dQ2) + tQ2 is the phonon number opera
tor. 

We expand Xa and Xb in harmonic oscillator states cen
tered at Q + s, where s is a parameter to be determined: 

(34) 

We substitute Eqs. (34) into Eq. (33) and, in Appendix 
A, derive an approximate set of equations for the coef
ficients en: 
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1 
cn{{n +~ - E)(n -~ -E) + [(y2 +v2) -s2](2n + 1)/2} + T2(y -S)[cn+l(n + 1)1/2 + Cn_1(Fn)]1/2(n -~ -E) 

=H(y2 +v2) -s2}{cn_2[n(n _1)]1/2 + cn+2[(n + 1)(n +2)]1/2}+ -jr(y +2)(n +~ -E)[cn+1(n + 1)1/2 + c,,_1(n)1/2] . (35) 

We attempt to eliminate the terms in Cn+1 and Cn_l by 
solving for s, i. e., 

(y -s)(n -~ -E) =(y +s)(n+~ -E) . (36) 

Suppose we want the eigenvector and eigenvalue cor
responding to n. We set 

(~y) 
sn=n_E . (37) 

n 

Then, the nth coefficient equation can be written 

cn ~n + ~ - EHn - ~ - E) + of (2n + 1)] 

= (g!/2){cn_2[n(n -1)]112 + Cn+2[ (n + 1Hn + 2) ]1/2}, (38) 

where g! = (y2 + v2) - s~. 

The remaining coefficient equations will still have 
terms in cn+l and Cn_to but we neglect these expecting 
that their effect will be small. Then, this equation is 
isomorphic to Eq. (21) in paper 1. The eigenvalues are, 
for ~> O. 5, 

r 2 ] 1/2 
E~~n± L~2+~(2n+1} (39) 

Substituting Eq. (39) into Eq. (37), we can solve for s" 
to obtain 

S2= !.{(~ +y2 +v2) 
" 2 2n + 1 

f( 2~2 + 2 2)2 _ 8~2y2 ]112} 
± LI 2n + 1 y + v 2n + 1 . (40) 

In order to justify the approximations In - E* ± ~ I » 1 
in Appendix A, we require that this is facilitated by 
making g! as large as possible, and thus s! as small as 
possible. We therefore choose the (-) sign in Eq. (40). 
The sign of sn is determined by the sign of n - E because 
of Eq. (37), i. e., sn is positive for states where E = E+ " ", 
and negative for E" =E~. 

The analytic behavior. of s" in various limits is easily 
determinedfromEq. (40). Asn- oo , IS"I-O. How
ever, the important quantity for determining the magni
tude of the expansion coefficients of a displaced oscil
lator of quantum number n is 

(41) 

The limit of Y" as n- 00 is 

. ~y 
hmYn = (2 2)112' 
n- ~ Y + v 

(42) 

so that for large ~ this quantity will be nonnegligible. 
(As a rO\lgh estimate, the magnitude of Y" is comparable 
to the coefficient separation 1m - n I for which the coef
ficients cm in the displaced oscillator expansion will 
have substantial amplitude.) 

For n- 0 or ~ - 00, we have s,,-Y. This leads to 

eigenstates ¢~,., I a) ¢~, ¢~,., I b) ¢~Y, and corresponds to 
neglect of the v term in the Hamiltonian. This approxi
mation is valid when the separation between I a} and I b} 
is sufficiently large so that the perturbation vQ mixes 
them inefficiently (more likely for low n states because 
(Q)n,n+1 is smaller in these states). 

The vibronic parts of the approximate wave functions 
zp~ and zp~ are of the form 

(43) 

where c::, and b::' are found by diagonalizing the identical 
dimer Hamiltonian 

if = ~(A;A. -A;A b) 

+ B+B + g"(A;A b + A;A.HB + B+} , (44) 

which has solutions 

(45) 

The symmetry of the identical dimer Hamiltonian leads 
to the condition that (X=IX~>=~mc::'b::'=O, because these 
two functions are expanded in orthogonal basis sets, one 
with {c::, = O}, n even and the other with {ii::,} = 0, n odd (or 
vice versa). This condition is equally valid for the func
tions in Eq. (43), i.e., (X~IX~)=O. 

Although we have minimized the C,,*1 terms in the re
gion of the matrix equations near n, we will still have 
coupling between the approximate states zp; and zp;" by the 
operator 

(46) 

which will be important if E~ - E;". In fact, we know that 
this configuration interaction must take place to break 
the symmetry of the solutions of Eq. (38), which have 
the symmetry appropriate for solutions to the identical 
dimer problem. 

In cases where this approximation scheme is useful, 
a 2 x 2 CI will be sufficient to produce a good approxi
mate wave function. It is difficult to calculate the CI 
analytically as it depends on the energy difference be
tween accidentally degenerate wave functions whose 
eigenvalues are not known with sufficient precision and 
the perturbation matrix elements are hard to determine 
in closed form. We therefore investigate the CI qualita
tively. 

The matrix element between zp; and zp;" is 
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H~m = -Jr[ (x~ I (B + B+) Ix::') - (x~ I (B + B+) I xb')]. (47) 

For a given ifi; there are two possible l/!;' which may lie 
close in energy, i. e., such that IE; -E;"I < 1; the ap
proximate condition is 

In -m 1- [A2 + g~(2n + 1}]1/2 + [A2 + g~(2m + 1)]112 • 
(48) 

In the small n limit [g~(2n + 1)« A], the wave functions 
are nearly 7J;~- la><p~n and l/!~= Ib><p~sn. This means that 
H~m - 0 because of the small amplitudes of X~ and X::,. In 
the large n limit, s - 0 and we can approximate H~m by 

Then, H' mixes only states where x= and X::' are ex
panded in complementary basis sets, e. g., x~ = L: cn<pgn 
and X::' = L: c2n+1 <P~n+b so that <X= I X::') = O. This rough 
criterion permits us to choose only the 7J;;" with this 
symmetry for the 2 x 2 CI calculation. 

The final CI wave functions are 

and 

E!m = i(En + Em} ±r , 
r = [(H~m)2 + (AE)2j1/2 , 

O! = (r + AE)1I2 
n 2r 

O! = (r -AE)1I2 
m 2r 

For small n, H~m« AE so that 20!nO!m« 1, while, as 

(50) 

(51) 

n- "", H~m increases (because (Q) increases and the 
relative amplitudes of X~ and x~ become more equal) and 
so 20!nO!m-1; also, as y increase, H~m increases and, 
for a given pair (n, m), the CI should increase. 

In Table n, we compare approximate scheme 2 wave 
functions with exact numerical results for several val
ues of (A, v, g). The CI is obtained by varying an until 
the best fit is obtained. Accuracy could be improved by 
mixing in additional basis functions, but this was 
judged not to be worthwhile. 

The second example (A = 1. 0, v/..f2 = 0.5, and g/..f2 
= O. 3) is in a region where scheme 2 is beginning to 
break down. The overlap of exact and approximate 
states (0.92) is reasonable but care must be taken in 
using the approximate wave function to predict observ
able properties which depend on off-diagonal matrix 
elements. For example, (x: I x~) = - 0.14 for the approx
imate calculation and - O. 02 for the exact; this is due to 
the increasing importance of additional states as y/v in
creases. 

We have found the region of validity of scheme 2 to be 
approximately A> O. 5, v/y> 1, which is roughly the 
complement of the region of parameter space in which 
schemel is valid (A<0.5, orA>0.5, y/v>l). Forin
termediate regions (A - O. 5, vIY-1) both methods are 
problematic, although neither fails completely. 

The Born-Oppenheimer separability can be evaluated 

TABLE II. Comparison of approximate and exact eigenstates 
for scheme 2. The index p denotes the phonon number of the 
harmonic oscillator basis function. 

(a) A=1.0, v/.[2=0.5, "1/.[2=0.2, 

E._ t = 10. 37, Eapprox = 10. 40, 

I/!approx =cA~ +c_l/!;" , 

n =8, m =14, c.=O. 89, c_=0.45 

Coefficients 

la} 

P Approx Exact 

6 0.123 0.130 
7 0.064 0.095 
8 0.596 0.637 
9 -0.316 -0.164 

10 - 0.104 - 0.148 
11 0.142 0.114 
12 0.034 0.054 
13 -0.193 -0.140 
14 - 0.203 -0.105 

lA.E. = O. 96 

(b) A=1.0, v/.f2=0.5, "I/.f2=0.3, 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

E.xact = 10. 368, Eapprox = 10. 545, 

'l1=c.I/!~+c_I/!;;', 

n=8, m=14, c+=0.78, c_=-0.63 

- 0.150 - 0.168 
- 0.063 -0.197 
- O. 533 - 0.579 

0.386 0.158 
0.173 0.272 

- O. 219 -0.144 
- 0.129 -0.177 

0.244 0.252 
0.113 - O. 077 

lA.E.=0.92 

Approx 

0.033 
0.248 

- O. 055 
0.306 

- 0.179 
- 0.247 

0.110 
0.211 
0.236 

- O. 040 
- O. 257 

0.086 
- O. 216 

0.172 
O. 124 

- 0.049 
0.033 

- O. 361 

Ib) 

Exact 

- O. 001 
0.264 

- 0.142 
0.363 

-0.086 
-0.273 

0.010 
0.196 
0.283 

- O. 013 
-0.260 

O. 124 
- 0.266 

0.085 
0.147 
0.005 
0.050 

-0.345 

using the results of Appendix B and Appendix C. De
fining 

Umn=(\lImnIA:Aa-A;Abl\llmn) , 

Vmn=(\lImnIA:Ab+A~Aal\llmn) , 
(52) 

and ignoring the small fluctuating terms, we have 

B = (U~n + V~n)1/2 (53) 

Umn = 0!~{[A2 + g!(~n + 1) ]172} - O!~ {[A2 + g~(~m + 1)]1I2} , 
(54) 

Vnm = k{l - [A2 + g;(~n + 1) ]112 H1 -[A2 + g~(~m +1) ]1I2} . 

If we assume that k '" 1 (which appears to be the case 
from numerical calculations; see Appendix C), then we 
have V mn - 1 as n - "", so that B-1. This result is in 
sharp contrast to the identical dimer y = 0, where B - 0 
as n- "", and shows that the breaking of symmetry pro
duces BO separable states in the limit of large phonon 
nuinber. 
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III. DIMER WITH UNEQUAL ENERGY LEVELS 

A. Transformation of the Hamiltonian 

We consider a molecular dimer composed of two 
monomers 1 and 2. Each monomer has a ground state, 
a single excited state, and a single vibrational mode of 
frequency w which is linearly coupled to the excited state 
via the exciton-phonon coupling parameter g. 

The electronic energy of the excited state of monomer 
1 is + E, while that of monomer 2 is - E [we have taken 
the zero of electronic energy to be Ee - E" where Ee 
= t(E~1> + E!2)]; the monomers are electronically cou
pled by the exchange integral J which we shall take to 
be positive. 

The second quantized Hamiltonian for this system is 

H=E(AiA1 -AiA2) +J(AjA2 +AiA1) +BjBl +B;B2 

(55) 

where we have shifted the zero of energy by w, and ex
pressed all parameters in units of w. We take g and J 
> O. A; and A, are creation and destruction operators 
for an electronic excitation on molecule i, respectively, 
and B; and B, create and destroy a phonon on monomer 
i, respectively. 

We now transform the phonon operators in the same 
manner as in paper I, setting 

1 
Bl = 72(B. + BJ , 

1 
B 2=T2(B.-BJ. 

(56) 

This permits decoupling of the B. vibration as in paper 
I; the resultant Hamiltonian is 

H=dAjAl -A;A2) +J(AjA2 +AiA1) 

+B:B_+(g/Y2)(AjA1 -AiA2)(B_+B:) . (57) 

If En is an eigenvalue of Eq. (57), the total energy 
[eigenvalue of Eq. (55)] will be given by En.m=En+m 
_(g2/2), where m is the number of quanta in the (+) 
vibrational mode. 

B. Scheme 1 

We first investigate the dimer in the region of param
eter space where scheme 1 is valid. Then, we note 
that Eq. (57) is already in the required form (15), so no 
rotation of the electronic states is necessary. The basis 
solutions are then 

I/I~= 11)ct>!, E!=n+E _(g2/2) , 

I/I~= 12)ct>:', E!=n-E-(g2/2). 
(58) 

Thus, in the region where no CI is required, we have 
localized states. This clearly corresponds, as ex
pected, to E>J, i. e., the diagonal energy separation is 
much larger than the exchange interaction. In this case 
the "dimer" behaves like two isolated molecules. 

NOW, suppose both E, J« 1 (this corresponds to ~«1 
in Sec. IT B); then 

so 

I/I~ = cll/1~ + c21/1! , 

1/1: = C21/1! - cll/1! . 

We define the localization as 

L = ('IIIAjA1 -A;A2 1 'II) , 

Now 

so 

Hln2n =J(ct>! I ct>:') , 

Eln2n = 2E , 

ICt!2=('\+E)/2.\ , 

IC2[2==('\-E)/2.\ , 

ILnl =E/.\, 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

where .\ = (J2(ct>! I ct>:,)2 + (2)1/2. For large g(2n + 1)1/2 we 
have3 

(ct>!1 ct>:')~ Lr(2n! 1)g2T'2 cos[(2n + 1)1I2g _ ('Il/4)] (64) 

so, by substituting Eq. (64) into Eq. (63), we have an 
approximate analytical expression for the localization: 

I L I ~ E{ E2 +J2 cos2[ (2n + 1)1/2g - ('Il/4)] 

• [2/1r(2n + 1)g2]}-1/2 . 

A similar expression would be obtained for the case 
where I/I! interacts with I/I~: 

I I t(n-m) +E 
L = {[(n -m) +EF +J2(ct>!1 ct>;.')2}112 . 

(65) 

(66) 

In Fig. 1, we plot the absolute value of the localiza
tion versus eigenstate energy for several sets of param
eters; in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) the approximate curve is 
calculated using Eq. (63), while in Fig. 1(c), Eq. (66) is 
utilized. In Fig. 1(a) the CI matrix element is small 
enough, so that the localization undergoes no oscilla
tions. In Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) oscillations occur; agree
ment is worst at low energy because the matrix element 
is sufficiently large so that other configurations than the 
one included in Eq. (59) are mixed. This defect would be 
more pronounced for larger J, reflecting a breakdown 
of the approximation scheme. 

C. Localization for scheme 2 

We now examine the dimer system for parameter val
ues in which scheme 2 is the appropriate approximation. 
We first transform Eq. (57) to remove the E term; this 
yields an equation of the form of Eq. (11) with 

I a) = cll 1) + c212) , 

I b) = c21 1) - ctJ2) , 

where 

(
E: + .\)1/2 

C1= '2A 

(
.\ _E)1/2 

c2 2.\ ,.\=(J2 + g1)112 • 

(67) 
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FIG. 1. Plots of localization versus eigenstate energy. In all cases the ordinate is the absolute value of the localization [defined 
in Eq. (60)]. a dimensionless number. The abscissa is plotted as the index of the exact eigenstate (there are -two eigenstates 
per phonon energy. so a separation of one unit on the graph corresponds to - w/2 in energy.) Approximate localization is deter
mined by finding the approximate state (or combination of states) which corresponds to the exact state and using the appropriate 
equation in the text for the localization. 

The parameters in Eq. (11) take on the values 

and 

A =A , 

vll2 =2CtC2(glv'2) , 

y/12 = (C~ - c~)glv'2 , 

(68) 

The localization can be expressed in terms of the in
tegrals U nm and Vnm as 

• to U J V Lnm = i nm ± i nm' (69) 

where Unm and Vnm are evaluated using Eq. (68) for A, 
V, and y. For small n, both terms can be important, 
and I L I may fluctuate considerably as a function of n. 
For large n, we expect (Unm) ::.:0, so that 

(70) 

Thus, the maximum value of L is limited to J IA. Of 

course, this expression is only valid for small to (if 
g> J, for example, y> v and we are out of the region of 
validity of scheme 2). 

In Fig. 1(d) we plot the absolute value of the localiza
tion versus eigenstate energy for a typical set of param
eters. We approximate the average localization as 

I L •• H \1 _ [ , A ] ( 1 A2+~ (2n+1)112 ) 

x 11 - 2 A ] l' [ i\2 + ~ (2m +1)112 ' 
(71) 

we have neglected the Unm term and used Eq. (C23) for 
Vnm with /)=0, k= 1. 

The oscillations are either contained within (Xn I Xm) or 
in the additional CI, and so cannot be predicted by Eq. 
(71). The average localization, however, does agree 
reasonably well with the exact results for high energy. 
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For low energy, QnQ m deviates significantly from 0.5 
and the Unm term becomes important. 

D. Weak and strong coupling 

We can now make a comparison of the effectiveness of 
the perturbation in driving the dimer into localized states 
for weak (2J« 1) and strong (2J» 1) coupling. We study 
localization as a function of the variable (= (/J. 

We will always be in scheme 1 for weak coupling; if 
«J, ~ = «(2 +J2)1I2 <0. 5, while if (>J, y> v. For the 
first case, small (, we have 

(72) 

For strong coupling we will use scheme 2 for £ < 1; then, 
setting 6 = 0 in Eq. (C23), we have 

IL I •• ~.~ (1 +',)", ),- [ - (£1 r"l t 1 + (2 + J (2n + 1) 

It is apparent that there is an enormous difference in the 
effect of ( in the two above cases. For weak coupling, 
for each n there is an (0< 1 such that, for (> (0, ILweatl 
-1. As n- 00, £0- O. For strong coupling, on the other 
hand, the maximum value of L is limited, and increas
ing € to 1 has, in most cases, a minimal effect. Thus, 
for strong coupling, there is a perSistence of delocaliza
tion which eventually is eliminated when €> 1, so that we 
pass from scheme 2 to scheme 1. 

For € > 1, we are in scheme 1 for both weak and strong 
coupling, and the localization has the same functional 
form in both cases. This limit thus represents a dis
solution of the weak/strong coupling distinction. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In the present paper, we have constructed two schemes 
for approximating the energy levels and wave functions 
for a general two electronic state system coupled lin
early to a vibrational mode. These two approaches are 
largely nonoverlapping in their range of validity and so 
allow the entire range of coupling to be considered. The 
agreement with exact numerical calculations is quite 
good, so that we are optimistic about applying these 
methods to the analysis of experimental spectra. Of 
course, in real systems, more than one vibrational mode 
has to be considered. In another publication, we will 
discuss a "mean-field" or Hartree-like theory for treat
ing many vibrational modes. 

The present schemes may be useful in treating other 
vibronic problems such as Jahn-Teller, pseudo-Jahn
Teller, or radiationless transition models. In these, 
there are often only two relevant electronic states and 
a small number of important vibrational modes, so that 
a suitable choice .of zeroth order states may make the 
subsequent perturbation analy ses easier. 

APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF APPROXIMATE 
HAMILTONIAN FOR STRONG COUPLING (SCHEME 2) 

We will use the relation 

Q cp~ = (Q + s) cp~ - s cp~ 

(
n)1I2 (n + 1)1/2 = 2" CP~-1 + -2- CP~+1 - s cp~ . (AI) 

Substituting this into Eq. (33a) and integrating over cp! 
yields 

cn[n + ~~S2 - E - s(y - s) + (y - s)1~n/2)112Cn_1 + (n; l)cn+J 

r (n+l)1/2 ] = - v l(n/2)1/2bn_1 + -2 - bn+1 . (A2) 

To obtain a useful equation for b", we multiply Eq. (33a) by (y+s)/v and add the result to Eq. (33b); integrating 
once again over cp~ gives 

(A3) 

For the case of interest (strong coupling) we will have n + ~ - E» v2 as discussed in paper I; in addition, Iy I < I v I 
by hypotheSiS (see Sec. In) and Is I < Iy I (see below). We make the following approximations (shown to be self
consistent later): 

ys«n+~-E, s2«n+~ -E<n-~-E, 

Substituting these approximations into Eqs. (A2) and (A3), we find 

bn(n -~ - E) = - (y +s)v-1cn(n +~ -E) _(y2 +v2 _S2)v-{(n; ly/2cn+1 + (i)1/2
Cn] 

Solving Eq. (A5) for bn and substituting into Eq. (A4) gives 

[(
n + 1)112 (n)112 1 cn(n+~-E)+(y-s) -2- Cn+1+ 2" cn-1J 
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l[n(n -1)J112 (n + 1) [(n + l)(n + 2)]} 
4 cn_2 (n/2)c cn 2 Cn>2 4 

= (y2 + v2 _ s2) + n + + _-=----,-___ -= 
n-1-~-E n-1-~-E n+1-~-E n+1-~-E 

( ) [
(n + 1 + ~ - E)] In + 1 )112 (n - 1 + ~ - E) (!!.)112 

+ y + s (n + 1 _ ~ _ E) \ 2 cn>1 + (n _ 1 _ ~ _ E) 2 cn_1 

(
n + ~ - E) s(y2 + v 2 

- S2) [ In + 1 )1/2 (n)1/2] 
-s(y+s) n-~-E Cn - (n-~-E) Cn+1'·-2- +Cn-1"2 . (A6) 

For strong coupling, we assume that n ± 1 - ~ - E "'n - ~ - E, as in paper I. In addition, since s will be small, the 
last two terms on the right side of Eq. (A6) will be neglected. Also, we have that 

because s is small; so that these two terms will be much smaller than the other terms multiplying cn' cn>I> and Cn_1 

on the rhs. 

We arrive finally at the equation 

{ r In + 1)1/2 (n)1/2]} cn i[(n+~ -E)(n -~ -E) + ~(2n + 1)(y2 + v 2 _S2)] + (y -s) LCn>1'·-2 - + cn_1 "2 

= ~(y2 + v2 _ s2){C
n
_2[n(n _1)]1/2 + C

n
+2[(n + l)(n + 2)]112)- + E(y + s)(n + ~ - E)[Cn>1(n + 1)1/2 + Cn_1(n)1/2] . 

APPENDIX B: BORN-OPPENHEIMER SEPARABILITY 
OF VIBRONIC STATES 

Suppose we have a wave function 

(B1) 

We want to know the basis states 10') and 113) for which 
the operator 

(B2) 

will have the maximum expectation value when averaged 
over >J!. We also want to express this value in terms of 
X. and Xb. We write 

la)=cosOla)+sinOlb) , 

IJ3)=cosO Ib) -sinO la) . 

Then 

H"s=(>!JIH"sl>!J) 

= (cos20 - sin20)U.b + 2 cosO sinO V. b , 

where 

U. b = (>!J IA;A. -A:Ab I >!J) = (X. I X.) - (Xb I Xb) , 

v.b=(>!JIA;Ab+A;A.I>!J)=2(X.lxb) . 

(B3) 

(B4) 

(B5) 

To find the maximum value of H"s, which we will call 
B, we set 

8H,,/ao=0 

and solve for O. 

This yields 

o = ~ arctan(V./Uab) , 

B = max(H",J = (U!b + V!i/2 . 

(B6) 

(B7) 

APPENDIX C: OVERLAP INTEGRALS OF 
CONFIGURATION INTERACTION WAVE FUNCTIONS 
IN SCHEME 2 

In order to calculate the localization and Born
Oppenheimer separability of >J! = 1 aha + 1 b)Xb (the elec
tronic states 1 a) and 1 b) are those in Sec. II A), we need 
the integrals 

U=(XaIX.)-(Xblxb) , 

v = 2 (Xa I X b) • 
(C1) 

We shall assume that >J! is composed primarily of two 
approximately degenerate states I/J~ and I/J;" as described 
in Eq. (51); the energies are 

[ 
2 J1/2 E~=n+ ~2+~(2n+1) , 

[ 2 J1I2 
E;" =m - ~2 + ~(2n + 1) , 

(C2) 

and 

E>E;"=E. 

For large n, s - 0, and we can set gn' gm "'g, where 

g= (y2 + V2)1I2 • (C3) 

We set 

>J!nm=O'nl/J:+O'ml/J;" , 

I/J; = I a)x~ + I b)x~ , 
I/J;" = I a)x:;' + I b)x~ . 

(C4) 

For definitness we shall consider the CI state which, in 
the limit as CI- 0 becomes I/J:, i. e., a n- 1 as H~m - o. 
Then we have 
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Un .. =a!Un +a~Um +v(x~lx:> - (x~lx~» , 

Vn .. =ana .. «x: Ix~> + (X: Ix~» , 
(C5) 

where in deriving the last line we have used the sym
metry relation 

(C6) 

and 

(C7) 

Uk is evaluated by the identity 

.0. (C8) 

The last term of Un .. would be zero if Sn = S .. ; it is of the 
form 

(C9) 

We expect this sum to be small in amplitude because of 
the limiting effects of the overlap integrals (numerical 
calculations show this to be the case); it will also fluc
tuate as a function of n and m. We group its effect in 
this analysis with other small, fluctuating effects (mix
ing in of states other than l/J~ and l/J;", for example) in a 
function 1/n .. : 

2 .0. 

2 .0. 
-a .. [ 2 ~ 1/2 +1/ . 

.o.2+~ (2m+l)J 
(C10) 

Thus, limn_~ Un .. =1/. When.o.» (g2/2)(2n + 1), there is 
little CI (see Sec. IIC) and we have 

Unm-[.o.2+f(2n+l~1/2 . 
(Cll) 

We now approximate Vnm in an analogous manner. First, 
we show that 

(x;lx~>>:; (X;' I xi!> . (C12) 

The functions X~ and xi! satisfy the equations 

(h + snQ - En + .o.)X;= - g(Q + sn)xi! , (C13a) 

while X;' and X~ satisfy 

(h + s .. Q - E .. + .o.)X::' = - g(Q + s .. )X~ . (C13b) 

We multiply Eq. (C13a) by X~, Eq. 
integrate: 

(.0. -En)(x~lx:'> + (X~ Ih +snQ Ix:> 

=-g(x~IQlx~>-gsn(xi!lx~> , 

(.0. -E .. )(X::' I xi!> + (Xi!lh +s .. Q Ix;'> 

= - g(X;: I Q Ix~> - gSm(Xb Ix~> ; 

(C13b) by xi!, and 

(C14) 

as s - 0 for large n, we can neglect sn and s .. in each 
equation; we also set En - E .. = E. Then, equating the 
two lhs yields 

1.0 

FIG. 2. Plot of Vom versus eigenstate energy. The abscissa 
is defined as in Fig. 1. 

(.0. -E)(X: Ix~> - (X: IXb» = (X; Ih Ix~> - (X::' Ih Ix~ . 
(C15) 

We estimate the terms in the rhs by 

< nlhl m>",,< nl m>!(X;lhI X;»+ (Xb'lhIXb'» 
Xa Xb Xa Xb 2 (X: IX:> (X~lxb'>' 

( .. I h I 1>\ >:; ( .. I n>! ( X: I h I X:> + (xi! I hi Xi!» 
Xa Xw Xa Xb 2 (X::' Ix::'> (X~ IX~> . 

(C16) 

Terms like (X: I h IX;> are found by multiplying Eq. (C13a) 
by X: and integrating: 

(X~lhIX;> _(E_.o.)_g(BE/Bg) (C17) 
(X~IX;> - (x:lx:> . 

This permits evaluation of Eq. (C16). In the large n 
limit [(g2/2)(2n+l)>>~] we set En"'n+grn, E .. "'m 
-grn, and 

(X; I X:> >:; -Hl +.0./ g.fit) , 

resulting in 

(X; I h Ix~> >:; (n + g.fit)(X; I xb'> , 

(X::' Ih Ix;:> >:; (n + gv'm)(X::' Ix~ . 

Then 

Using the relation n - m - 2grn yields 

which is very small in this limit. We now have 

(C18) 

Vnm =8a na .. (x;:lx::,> . (C21) 

Now, we define normalized xi! and X:, so that 

(C22) 

For large n we expect ana .. "'t, so we write Vnlll as 
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Vnm = k{1 - [t:;.2 + g2~~ + 1)]172} 

x {1 - [t:;.2 + g2(~~ + 1)]172} + 0 , (C23) 

where k is the average value of <X~IX;;'> in the large n 
limit and 0 is a small, fluctuating function of n and m 
which incorporates variation in <X~IX;;'>, £In£lm, and mix
ing in of other basis states. 

In Fig. 2, we plot I Vnm I versus eigenstate energy for 
a typical parameter point in scheme 2. The approxi
mate curve is calculated as Vnm - 0 from Eq. (C23) with 
k = 1; agreement is excellent for the average value, al
though fluctuations are not insignificant. For larger y, 
fluctuations become more important because mixing of 
other basis states increases; this corresponds to the 
breakdown of scheme 2. The success in setting k = 1 in
dicates that X~ - X;;' for large n; this is not surprising 

when one considers the identical dimer equations for 
nearly degenerate states. 

l R . Friesner and R. Silbey, J. Chern. Phys. 74, 1166 (1981). 
2Similar models have been treated by A. Witkowski and W. 

Moffitt, J. Chern. Phys. 33, 872 (1960); R. L. Fulton and 
M. Gouterman, J. Chern. Phys. 33, 872 (1961); R. Merri
field, Radiat. Res. 20, 154 (1963); R. L. Fulton and M. 
Gouterman, J. Chern. Phys. 41, 2280 (1964); A. Suna, Phys. 
Status Solidi B 45, 591 (1971); s. Rackovsky and R. Silbey, 
Mol. Phys. 25, 611 (1973); I. Abram and R. Silbey, J. Chern. 
Phys. 63, 2317 (1975); J. W. Allen and R. Silbey, Chern. 
Phys. 43, 341 (1979), 

3This formula can be obtained by using the expression for the 
overlap of displaced harmonic oscillators in P. Morse and 
H. Feshbach, Methods of Theoretical Physics (McGraw-Hill, 
New York, 1953); and subsequently using the approximations 
for the confluent hypergeometric function in Handbook of 
Mathematical Functions, edited by M. Abramowitz and I. 
Stegun (National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. , 
1964). 
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